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Scott of the Antarctic

Fill in the missing words to complete the following text about Captain Scott.

blizzards, journey, wrapped, sledges, tents, failed, sleeping bags, exhausting, clothing, South Pole, months, dogs, companions, emergency, explorers, miles, found, 1912, snow, blindness

Scott set out on his ____________ with the latest technology including mechanical ____________. When the technology ____________, he had to rely on the few ____________ he took in case of such an ________________. Most of the men pulled the sledges by themselves, which was ________________!
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blizzards, journey, wrapped, sledges, tents, failed, sleeping bags, exhausting, clothing, South Pole, months, dogs, companions, emergency, explorers, miles, found, 1912, snow, blindness

They slept in _____________ made from reindeer fur. However, they became wet and cold because the floors of their _____________ could not keep out the snow. They also struggled with frostbite and snow ________________.
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Fill in the missing words to complete the following text about Captain Scott.

blizzards, journey, wrapped, sledges, tents, failed, sleeping bags, exhausting, clothing, South Pole, months, dogs, companions, emergency, explorers, miles, found, 1912, snow, blindness

When they reached the ________________ on 17-18th January ________, they discovered that a team of Norwegian ________________ had arrived before them.
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Fill in the missing words to complete the following text about Captain Scott.

blizzards, journey, wrapped, sledges, tents, failed, sleeping bags, exhausting, clothing, South Pole, months, dogs, companions, emergency, explorers, miles, found, 1912, snow, blindness

Scott and his ______________ had to travel back 800 ______________ through freezing temperatures and ice. They had a disastrous time with ______________, gale force winds, poor ______________ and little food.
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Fill in the missing words to complete the following text about Captain Scott.

blizzards, journey, wrapped, sledges, tents, failed, sleeping bags,
exhausting, clothing, South Pole, months, dogs, companions, emergency,
explorers, miles, found, 1912, snow, blindness

Eventually they all died. Many _____________ later, a search party _____________their bodies, _____________ them in their tent and buried them in the _____________. 